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Vintage Insurance Leads

ROI on Demand

Get your cost per new client under control
We understand the dilemma.

You're looking for high volume, highly targeted
leads, with flexible delivery options, all at very competitive prices. With Vintage
Insurance Leads from iLeads.com, you'll reach all of your goals in one trusted source!
After over 10 year's in the Internet Insurance lead business, we have records that cover
every state, and virtually every type of coverage request. iLeads Vintage Insurance Lead
program can deliver:
· Leads that can be delivered to you today!
· Leads that are sorted to meet your specifications!
· Leads that can turn into new clients at a low aquisition cost!
· Leads that are IDEAL for training new agent's!
· Leads that can turn your call center into a profit center!
What's more, with Vintage Insurance Leads from iLeads.com, you'll find new clients that
have both had an interest in insurance coverage, AND filled out a request for help!
Consumers that may have been turned off by the initial rush of agents, but are still
in need.

Get more leads for your
marketing dollars!
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Vintage Insurance Leads

ROI on Demand

Get your cost per new client under control
What can you do with iLeads.com Vintage Insurance Leads?
Do you generate sales through phone, mail, or email contact? Looking to train new
agent's, or develop the lowest cost per new client? What about data for your call center?
With Vintage leads from iLeads.com, you can be assured of the best data in the industry!
Phone: Whether you're looking to turbo charge your call center, or give your agent's the
best way to "pound the phones", our Vintage Leads program is the clear choice. We'll
provide you with consumers who have expressed a need for coverage, within the market
that you're looking for. All you'll provide is the phone, and the paperwork!
Direct Mail: Success in direct mail is achieved before the first mailer has gone out.
With the right list, the right creative, and the right niche, the direct mail ROI can be very
high. With a direct mail campaign using iLeads.com's Vintage Leads program, you'll
have the advantage of targeting consumers that want to close!
Training: If you are training new agent's, Vintage leads can help you contain your start
up cost AND provide a healthy return on a new LO. With iLeads.com Vintage Leads,
you'll get a new agent that can qualify a borrower, without fear of a high cost / low conversion!

Step

To Low Cost
Insurance Leads

Email: Done correctly, email can be a great way to build sales, and communicate with
potential borrowers. Using iLeads.com Vintage Leads as the base of your email campaign you'll find yourself able to communicate directly with interested consumers at
1/100th the price of direct mail!

Fuel your office with iLeads.com
Vintage Insurance Leads Program
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